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Chapter 67 I Like You  

“Yes! It’s all my fault!” Henry didn’t expect this to happen, “I promise, this will never happen again!”  

“Let’s find a place to eat first.” Cecilia raised her eyes and looked at the Ferris wheel. “Go to Mason 

Group in a while.”  

She can only attack head-on. After all, she can’t waste her fancy dress today…  

She is confident that as long as Benjamin sees her, he will be moved.  

Inside the ferris wheel cockpit.  

Isabella looked at the beautiful scenery outside, and suddenly, a gift was delivered to her.  

“Open it and have a look.” Benjamin’s eyes glowed softly.  

Isabella opened the box and inside was a beautiful diamond bracelet.  

The main stone is a butterfly about to fly, symbolizing transformation and new life. There are 99 

auxiliary stones on both sides of the butterfly, each of which is the same size and next to each other.  

The entire bracelet has a unique shape, exuding a light, luxurious and elegant style, and can also show 

the refined charm of women.  

Isabella looked at this shiny bracelet with their initials on the back of the clasp: C & Y FOREVER.  

“Do you like it?” Benjamin’s eyes traced her reaction, and he said dotingly, “Your hands are very white, 

they must look good on you.”  

“Why did you send me this?”  

“Give it away if you like it.” Need a reason?  

If I had to have a reason, it would be that the last time I was at Grandpa’s, the power went out, and I 

saw her beautiful collarbone like a lifelike butterfly, so I got the inspiration for the creation.  

This bracelet was designed by him himself, and it was inlaid by a master craftsman himself.  

He has never personally watched so many production lines under his banner, and this girl broke his 

exception.  

“You accepted grandma’s necklace, so naturally you will also accept mine. You can’t be partial.”  

Benjamin didn’t give her a chance to refuse, took out the bracelet and put it on her fair wrist.  

The novel shape and fine workmanship make it more luxurious and elegant to wear.  

Benjamin raised a doting smile, “It’s beautiful.”  

No one can wear this effect. Even his top jewelry spokesperson can’t bring him the satisfaction and 

shock at  



this moment.  

His girls are so pretty.  

It looks good without the bracelet, and looks even better with it on.  

The waiter who was serving the food couldn’t help secretly  

looking at Isabella’s appearance, a top-notch face and a fresh and refined temperament, no wonder she 

was favored by Mr. Mason…  

He just didn’t know who she was, and she didn’t react at all after accepting such an expensive gift…  

An ordinary girl would have burst into tears with joy.  

To make Benjamin show such doting eyes and hold her in her hand carefully, this girl is not low.  

“Thanks.” Isabella calmly picked up the knife and fork, and ate the steak in front of her.  

Benjamin smiled, “I’ll cut it.”  

He put the sliced steaks on her plate piece by piece, and said softly, “Eat more.”  

The phone vibrated a few times at this time, and Isabella took it out to see that it was from the a*sistant 

Frank.  

[Ms. Young, the company’s cafeteria…how about you take care of it? ]  

[It’s fine that this dish is usually bland, but recently it tastes weird ~!]  

[Although I have only been to the cafeteria once in a long  

time, people in the company have complained about the cafeteria not every day or two. ]  

Frank also attached a picture and added: [This cafeteria was hired by Mr. Barnes’ relatives, and they 

charge us $9 for each meal! ]  

Isabella’s slender fingers replied: “It’s very bland.”  

[These two days are not bad! The people in the kitchen know that you are cleaning up the company, so 

there is still fish soup at noon today! you see. ]  

Frank sent another photo.  

Isabella looked at the color of the soup, “The color is wrong.”  

[ah? What? Ms. Young, don’t scare me. Isn’t this fish soup milky white?]  

Isabella enlarged the photo, looked at the other foods that Frank took, and replied, “Sample all the 

dishes for me, and I will go back and have a look later.”  

When Frank was told by her, he suddenly felt that the food in front of him was not delicious!  

“Busy?” Benjamin noticed that she kept replying to messages, “Is there something wrong with the 

company?”  



“It’s a bit.” Isabella finished her meal and planned to go back to the company cafeteria, “Let’s go back.”  

As soon as she stood up and took a few steps, Benjamin hugged her tightly from behind.  

 “It’s still early.” Benjamin looked down at her beautiful profile, “Stay with me for a while.”  

Isabella felt a little helpless, she already had lunch with him, isn’t that enough?  

“I want you to accompany me.” Benjamin hugged her tightly, breathing the fragrance of her body, “I 

miss you very much when I don’t see you, and I want to be with you when I see you. I hope you are by 

my side every moment.”  

The two waiters around and a restaurant manager all stared wide-eyed when they heard this…  

The cold-blooded Benjamin in the legend would say such love words to a girl. Are they hallucinating or 

the rumors are wrong?  

“Someone is watching.” Isabella’s tone contained a trace of helplessness, the man seemed to be getting 

clingier, and his words became bolder.  

Benjamin raised his eyes and glanced to the side. The restaurant manager and the two waiters turned 

around at the same time, with their backs to them, not daring to pay attention to every move here.  

“Isabella.” Benjamin’s hands greedily hugged the girl in front of him, his voice was provocative, “I want 

to do with you all the things’ couples have done.”  

“Do it many, many times.”  

“No time.” Isabella has been entangled by him recently, and many private work has been delayed.  

 “I can wait when you are busy.” Benjamin seemed to have expected that she would refuse, and said 

softly, “Come with me when you are free.”  

The Ferris wheel slowly rose to the highest point, Isabella’s eyes filled with the beautiful scenery of half 

the city, but in her ears, she only heard one sentence: “I like you.”  

This is the first sentence of “I like it” from Benjamin since I realized it.  

She was a little stunned, and before she could react, she heard him say, “I like to hold you, like now. I 

like to be with you, like you, no matter what your temper is or what you look like.”  

Seeing that it was almost time, Green planned to come in to pick up Mr. Mason and Ms. Young.  

But as soon as he opened the door, he saw three people hinting at him. That means, don’t bother with 

Mr. Mason’s romantic moments.  

Green heard Benjamin’s confession in a daze, couldn’t believe it, and then looked at the two figures not 

far away.  

“Isabella, I like you.” Benjamin kissed her side gently.  

Isabella could feel her cheeks burning slightly, and her whole body was a little hot. A strange feeling 

came to her heart. Is it tempting?  



If not, why does the heartbeat speed up?  

“I want to be with you every day.” Benjamin hugged her  

tightly, his handsome face gently rubbing against her delicate face.  

Isabella did not refuse such an intimate gesture, nor did she push away, but only said after a while, “It’s 

time to go.”  

It’s getting late. 

 


